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Section I -Issues 

The station has identified the following issues as significant to our community for this quarter: 

A.  Real ID 

B.  Filing Taxes With the IRS 

C.  Employment 

D. News 

E. Underage Drinking 

F. Fatherhood 

G.  Goodwill  

H. Religion 

I.  Climate Issues 

J. Political Issues  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 2- Responsive Programs 



 

A.  Real ID 

 “REAL ID” WGAO aired 60-Second PSA  about  Real ID form TSA.Gov approximately 3 times per 

day throughout the quarter.   

   

B.  Filing Taxes with the IRS 

“IRS.Gov” WGAO aired 60-Second PSA announcements about filing taxes with the IRS during the 

quarter.  The spots were played daily approximately 6 times per day.   

 

C.  Employment 

 “DISABILITY EMPLOYMENT” WGAO aired 60-Second PSA announcements about disability 

employment  from WhatYouCanDo.org during the quarter.  The spots were played daily approximately 4 

times per day 

 

D.  News 

 “WGAO NEWS “WGAO aired newscasts containing local news on weekdays during the quarter 5 

times a day for 5 minutes from February 3, 20 through March 6, 20.   

 

E.  Underage Drinking   

 “UNDERAGE DRINKING” WGAO aired 60-Second PSA announcements about underage drinking 

from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services during the quarter.  The spots were played 

daily approximately 4 times per day.   

F. Fatherhood 

 “FATHERHOOD” WGAO aired 60-Second PSA announcements  about fatherhood from 

Fatherhood.Gov during the quarter.  The spots were played daily approximately 2 times per day.   

 

G.  Goodwill 

 “GOODWILL” WGAO aired 60-Second PSA announcements about Goodwill.  The spots were 

aired daily approximately 4 times per day.   



 

H.  Religion 

 “SALVATION ARMY SOUNDCAST MINISTRIES” WGAO aired the program the Wonderful Words 

of Life from the Salvation Army every Sunday morning from 7:15 am – 7:30 am throughout the quarter.  

I. Climate Issues 

 “CLIMATE CONNECTIONS” WGAO aired the program Climate Connections from Yale University 

on Sundays from 7:08 am – 7:15 am on Sunday morning mornings throughout the quarter starting 

2/2/20.  The shows are as follows:  

Climate Connections    

 File              Name          Title    

 (Shows CX 200127 – CX 200131 aired on Sunday 2/2/20 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

 CX200127 There’s no substitute for Earth, astronomer says: Debra Fischer has spent a career studying 

planets in other solar systems.  

CX200128 Jane Fonda turns to climate activism: ‘When you're famous, there's a real responsibility to 

use that celebrity in the best possible way you can.’  

CX200129 Save fuel and reduce pollution by avoiding idling: If you’re going to idle for more than 10 

seconds, it’s more efficient to shut off your car.  

CX200130 Insurance companies drop some California homeowner policies: Other homeowners are 

seeing higher premiums.  

CX200131 Electric vehicles likely to become dominant: But the change won’t happen overnight.  

 

(Shows CX 200203 – CX 200207 aired on Sunday 2/9/20 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX200203 Mon., 2/3 Louisiana’s $50 billion plan to protect its coast: Its land is sinking and eroding, and 

sea-level rise could make the problem worse.  

CX200204 Tue., 2/4 California mom works to support youth climate movement: ‘I’m extremely 

concerned about the future of my boys.’  

CX200205 Wed., 2/5 New York City startup turns food waste into fertilizer: It can be used to grow 

crops in indoor hydroponic farms.  

CX200206 Thu., 2/6 Therapist launches website about climate anxiety: He says it’s important to 

acknowledge and reflect on emotions about global warming.  



CX200207 Fri., 2/7 Solar panels go online in Fayetteville, Arkansas: The recent installation generates 

enough electricity to run the city’s wastewater treatment plants. 

 

(Shows CX 200210 – CX 200214 aired on Sunday 2/16/20 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 

seconds long)  

CX200210 Climate change threatens health, but nurses could help: Warming temperatures increase the 

risk of heat stroke, asthma, and other health problems.  

CX200211 Severe wildfires transform forests in the Cascades: Some tree species are struggling to grow 

back, and more drought-tolerant trees are moving in.  

CX200212 Solid-state batteries could be game-changing for EVs: The emerging technology would 

enable cars to travel farther on a single charge.  

CX200213 More cities buy electricity in bulk: It’s a strategy known as community choice aggregation.  

CX200214 How ‘forest bathing’ can relieve stress: A forest therapy guide says the practice increases 

mindfulness and appreciation of trees.  

 

(Shows CX 200217 – CX 200221 aired on Sunday 2/23/20 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 

seconds long)  

CX200217 Climate change is coming for D.C.’s Tidal Basin: The area is known for its iconic cherry trees 

and the Jefferson Memorial.  

CX200218 Farms inside shipping containers grow local produce: The crops grow vertically under LED 

lights.  

CX200219 Wildfires could exacerbate water shortages: Snow that falls in burned areas melts more 

quickly in the spring.  

CX200220 Hottest places in a city often low-income neighborhoods: According to block-by-block 

temperature data.  

CX200221 Dog groomer cuts his carbon footprint: He’s saving money, too. 

 

(Shows CX 200224 – CX 200228 aired on Sunday 3/1/20 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  

CX200224 Goats, a climate-friendly option for clearing brush: ‘It's not just a novelty. It actually works.’  

CX200225 Ice skaters help scientists monitor winter weather: The skaters are witnessing the 

consequences of warming winters firsthand.  

CX200226 Cities set up shelters to protect residents from wildfire smoke: Breathing wildfire smoke is 

harmful, especially for people with heart conditions or lung diseases such as asthma.  

CX200227 Climate change is making some hurricanes more severe: Hotter oceans are providing more 

fuel for the storms.  

CX200228 Skiers, snowboarders send snow data to scientists: Thousands of volunteers from around 

the world have submitted observations to the Community Snow Observations project.  

 

(Shows CX 200302 – CX 200306 aired on Sunday 3/8/20 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 seconds 

long)  



CX200302 Teens convince their city to act on climate: They also went door-to-door to help residents go 

solar.  

CX200303 New York Olympic region earns LEED gold: The coveted certification has long been offered 

for buildings, but now communities can earn it, too.  

CX200304 Oregon’s coastal high marshes likely to shrink as sea levels rise: The wetlands buffer coastal 

communities from waves and flooding during storms.  

CX200305 A confrontational new musical piece about climate change: Composer Steven Bryant says 

the music expresses his psychological journey of wrestling with the problem.  

CX200306 App helps restaurants reduce food waste: Instead of discarding food at the end of the day, 

restaurants connect with customers looking for discounted meals.  

 

(Shows CX 200309 – CX 200313 aired on Sunday 3/15/20 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 

seconds long)  

CX200309 Northwest climate may support almond crops by 2050: Today, about 80% of the global 

supply is grown in California.  

CX200310 Tool helps Indiana towns prepare for climate change: The Hoosier Resilience Index offers 

projections for precipitation and heat.  

CX200311 EPA encourages manufacturers to save energy: More than 1,000 plants have signed up for 

the Energy Star Challenge for Industry.  

CX200312 Fort Collins cuts carbon from city operations by 20%: The community’s carbon emissions are 

falling at a similar pace.  

CX200313 Solutions journalism covers more than bad news: Under this approach, journalists rigorously 

report on potential solutions to society’s problems.  

 

(Shows CX 200309 – CX 200313 aired on Sunday 3/22/20 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 

seconds long)  

CX200316 To design a more climate-friendly building, borrow from nature: Buildings that take 

advantage of natural light and ventilation require much less energy.  

CX200317 Nonprofit helps low-income people go solar: Staffer Juan Parra wants clean, renewable 

energy to reach the people who need it most.  

CX200318 Iowa city has clever solution for flooding problem: Heavy rains have been ‘wreaking havoc’ 

downtown.  

CX200319 Fish swim away from warming waters: It’s creating a ‘massive issue’ for the fishing industry.  

CX200320 Chicago house was designed to send a message: The home’s owner wanted to invest in 

green design. CX190128-Why an activist became an investment manager: He decided to work for a 

healthier climate in a different way.  

 

(Shows CX 200323 – CX 200327 aired on Sunday 3/29/20 at 7:08 – 7:15 am.  Each show was 90 

seconds long)  

 



CX200323 Citizen science project is changing the climate conversation: It’s ‘a way to start a 

conversation that wasn’t politicized right from the beginning.’  

CX200324 Global warming shortens Arctic ice road season: Isolated communities depend on a network 

of roads on frozen rivers and lakes. 

 CX200325 Remotely managed farms help amateur farmers grow food indoors: An app alerts customer 

when it’s time to harvest.  

CX200326 Current oil and gas projects will warm Earth past 1.5°C: Holding warming to only 1.5 degrees 

Celsius would greatly reduce the consequences of climate change 

CX200327 Designer cuts carbon from her clothing line: She strives to produce low-waste clothing that 

will last a long time. CX200330 Mon., 3/30 Amateur team builds ultra-efficient electric car in a barn: 

Their futuristic car was a serious contender at the Automotive X Prize competition.  

CX200331 Global warming fuels tree-killing bark beetles: The beetles have killed more than 5% of the 

forested area in the Western U.S. 

 

J.   Political Issues 

 “POLITICAL ISSUES” WGAO aired the program American Radio Journal every Sunday during the 

quarter.  The program aired from 7:00am-7:30am weekly throughout the quarter.  Note: the actual 

airdates were for Sundays of each week with content as follows:  

 

  

Air Date: March 26, 2020 

(March 28, 2020 - April 3, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Dr. 

Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College about the history of 

pandemics; Scott Parkinson of the Club for Growth has the Real Story on what's in the CARES Act; Eric 

Boehm of Reason magazine looks at the effects of business closure orders; And, Col. Frank Ryan, USMC 

(Ret.) has an American Radio Journal commentary on rights and responsibilities. 

 

  

Air Date: March 19, 2020 

(March 20, 2020 - March 27, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks 

with Robert Graboyes from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University about the Coronavirus 

impact on the health care system and the nation's economy; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth 

has the Real Story on Coronavirus legislation moving through Congress; And, Eric 

Boehm of Reason magazine gets details of the President's invocation of the Defense Production Act 



from Josh Blackman of the Cato Institute. 

[ 

  

Air Date: March 12, 2020 

(March 14, 2020 - March 20, 2020) This week on Lincoln Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Keith 

Naughton of Silent Majority Strategies about the Democratic Presidential race; Scott Parkinson of the 

Club for Growth has the Real Story on congressional reaction to the Wuhan Coronavirus pandemic; Eric 

Boehm of Reason magazine gets details from Dr. Jeffrey Singer of the Cato Institute on why Certificate 

of Need laws diminish the health care system's ability to handle pandemics; And, Colin Hanna from Let 

Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal commentary on how world leaders are reacting to 

the Wuhan Coronavirus pandemic. 

 

  

Air Date: March 05, 2020 

(March 7, 2020 - March 13, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Hans 

von Spakovsky of the Heritage Foundation about challenges to the "remain in Mexico" asylum 

policy; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the impact of Super Tuesday; Eric 

Boehm of Reason magazine discusses a professional licensing case with Aaron Rice of the Mississippi 

Justice Institute; And, Col. Frank Ryan, USMC (Ret.) has an American Radio Journal commentary on 

volatility in the equity markets. 

 

Air Date: February 27, 2020 

(February 29, 2020 - March 6, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks 

with Phil Kerpen of American Commitment about the strength of the American economy after a rough 

week on Wall Street; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on federal funding to 

combat the Coronavirus outbreak; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine talks with Matt Mitchell from the 

Mercatus Center at George Mason University about how the health care industry uses government 

regulation to stifle competition; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove 

City College has an American Radio Journal commentary on the socialist background of Pete Buttigiege. 

 

  

Air Date: February 20, 2020 

(February 22, 2020 - February 28, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks 

with Shaun Flanagan from the Legatum Institute about the United States Prosperity Index; Scott 

Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the "Green New Deal Lite"; Eric 

Boehm of Reason magazine talks about the demise of traditional political parties; And, Colin Hanna of 

Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal commentary on the lack of diversity in the 

Democratic Presidential primary field. 



 

  

 

Air Date: February 13, 2020 

(February 15, 2020 - February 21, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks 

with Romina Boccia of the Heritage Foundation about the Trump Administration's 2020 budget; Scott 

Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the race for the Democratic Presidential 

nomination after the New Hampshire primary; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine discusses federal budget 

falsehoods with Veronique deRugy from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University; And, 

Col. Frank Ryan, USMC (Ret.) has an American Radio Journal commentary on state government 

overspending. 

 

  

Air Date: February 06, 2020 

(February 8, 2020 - February 14, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks 

with Keith Naughton of Silent Majority Strategies about the start of the Presidential primary 

season; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the impact of the State of the 

Union Address; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine discusses whether Iowa should still have the first in the 

nation Presidential caucus; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City 

College has an American Radio Journal commentary on the Bill Clinton impeachment. 

 

  

Air Date: January 30, 2020 

(February 1, 2020 - February 7, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks 

with Elizabeth Slattery of the Heritage Foundation about a U.S. Supreme Court case that will impact 

school choice rights; Scott Parkinson has the Real Story on the signing of the U.S./Mexico/Canada Trade 

Agreement; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine discusses presidential candidates and school choice 

with Corey DeAngelis of the Reason Foundation; And, Colin Hanna of Let Freedom Ring, USA has 

an American Radio Journal commentary on the need for healing when the impeachment saga ends. 

 

  

Air Date: January 23, 2020 

(January 25, 2020 - February 1, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks 

with Phil Kerpen of American Commitment about how AARP impacts the health care debate; Scott 

Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the impeachment saga; Eric 

Boehm of Reason magazine talks with Josh Windham from the Institute for Justice about police 

searches; And, Col. Frank Ryan, USMC (Ret.) has an American Radio Journal commentary on the Equal 

Rights Amendment. 



 

  

 

Air Date: January 16, 2020 

(January 18, 2020 - January 24, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks 

with Dan Griswold from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University about the new U.S./China 

trade agreement; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the impeachment 

trial; Eric Boehm and Guy Bentley from Reason magazine look at new federal vaping laws; And, Dr. Paul 

Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College has an American Radio 

Journal commentary on Democrats and identity politics. 

 

  

Air Date: January 09, 2020 

(January 11, 2020 - January 17, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks 

with Timothy Head from the Faith & Freedom Coalition about U.S. policy toward Iran; Scott 

Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the latest health care developments; Eric 

Boehm of Reason magazine looks at the battle of the billionaires in the Democratic Presidential race; 

And, Colin Hanna from Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal commentary on updating 

the War Powers Act. 

 

  

Air Date: January 02, 2020 

(January 4, 2020 - January 10, 2020) This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Dr. 

Paul Kengor author of the book and film The Divine Plan: John Paul II, Ronald Reagan and the Dramatic 

End of the Cold War; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the retirement of 

Congressman Mark Meadows; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine looks at foreign policy challenges in 

2020; And, Col. Frank Ryan, USMC (Ret.) has an American Radio Journal commentary on his experience 

with fake news. 
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